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Spring is almost here, and with it, fortuitously, comes the energetic Mars/Saturn aspect
that helps us get up and moving around if we tap into it. Great timing!
Each time period, astrology is helping us do what comes natural for that particular season.
Springtime is a highly motivated time for physical movement and energetic work and the
Mars/Saturn aspect corresponds well with it, giving us short bursts of energy for tough
tasks.
Some suggestions might be to rake leaves, plant shrubs and flowering plants and get a room
or closet spring housecleaned. These tasks get us moving and take quite a bit of effort in
short bursts of time. Perfect for this aspect! Choose several chores each day -- prioritizing
them based on the criteria of movement, effort and of course urgency.
We can also get our brain free of winter fog and steady it with focus and concentration
using this aspect's energy. Short spurts of intense study, research, planning, and writing are
some examples. As a result, we will make progress towards achieving our goals -- and draw to
us more joy and luck!
It is also definitely a time to find an active, responsible and useful way of taking care of
business. And we all know what is on people's minds now in the USA -- taxes! So, using
focused mental energy, we can concentrate on getting the tax returns done, aiming on
accomplishing as much as we can in as short a time as possible.
Does all this talk have you already sensing the ambitious, moving energy of spring? We hope
you make use of it. The aspect wanes after March 25, so we either use it or lose it! After
that date, we can all relax and amuse ourselves more, but right now we need our noses to the
grindstone so to speak.
If we play too much before the 25th, it won't be as much fun, believe it or not! Why?
Because another part of this Mars/Saturn aspect is that it nags us into following our
conscience and our sense of duty to the work at hand. It will guide us as to what we need to
do and when. If we're been putting off boring projects over winter, we'll be motivated to
complete them.

Commitments and obligations take on new importance as well. To keep making progress on our
goals through the March 26 end of the aspect, we can use incremental steps to complete as
much as possible by then, especially the most difficult portions of the tasks.
Besides all that, it's a good time to organize, plan and start new projects that involve
maintenance and protection of our homes and businesses such as building a fence or adding a
security system. Whether we're in business or not, we also can take this time to recommit to
being mature adults with its responsibilities, duties and obligations -- accomplishing what we
ought to do and should do. It's conscience time!
Davie uses astrology to show people their lucky paths towards achieving goals. We both love
to help people with their goals through light work and other modalities. Be sure to contact us
for further info.
Have a wonderful spring and leap forward into action and progress!
Namaste, Davie & JoySee
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